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Abstract. We studied the performance of contention based medium
access control (MAC) protocols. We used a novel technique for estimating
the throughput, and other parameters of interest, of such protocols. In
this paper, a new assumption for the theoretical throughput limit in
the distributed CSMA based MAC algorithm is introduced. Through
the performance analysis and simulation studies, the proposed algorithm
shows significant performance improvements in CSMA based wireless
networks.

1 Introduction

In many performance analysis papers for the binary exponential backoff based
CSMA algorithms, the performance analysis starts from the assumption that all
stations have the same average contention window range in steady state [1]-[3].
The same average contention window range for all active stations can be under-
stood that all stations have the same average probability of packet transmission
in steady state. The performance of many binary exponential backoff based MAC
algorithms, including the IEEE 802.11 MAC algorithm, can be explained well by
using the assumption that all stations have the same average contention window
range in steady state. Furthermore, the optimum value which will minimize the
wasting overheads during the contention procedure can be derived for a given
number of active stations [1]-[3]. However, there are still the wasting overheads
come from the inherent limitation of the assumption that all stations have the
same contention window range for packet transmission in steady state.

2 Enhanced CSMA

Under high traffic load and under some ergodicity assumption, we can obtain
the simplified expression for the throughput:

ρ =
m̄

E[Nc](E[Bc] · ts + m̄ + DIFS ) + (E [Bc ] · ts + m̄ + SIFS + ACK + DIFS )
(1)

where E[Nc] is the average number of collisions, E[Bc] is the average number of
idle slots.
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From this result, we can see that the theoretical throughput limit would be the
following: a successful packet transmission must be followed by another successful
packet transmission without any overheads, in which case, E[Nc] = 0, E[Bc] = 0.

If we could develop a contention-based MAC algorithm, which assigns a back-
off timer 0 to the station in transmission while assigns all other stations’ back-
off timers to ∞ for each contention cycle, then we could achieve the perfect
scheduling, leading to the theoretical throughput limit. Unfortunately, such a
contention-based MAC algorithm does not exist in practice. However, this does
provide us the basic idea how to improve the throughput performance in the
MAC algorithm design. We can use the operational characteristics of the perfect
scheduling to design more efficient contention-based MAC algorithm. One way
to do so is to design a MAC protocol to approximate the behavior of perfect
scheduling. To achieve the similar operational characteristics of perfect schedul-
ing, the proposed MAC algorithm provides the following design factors: Large
contention window range & small idle slots, long-term fairness, backoff timer
realignment.

3 Performance Evaluations

We consider two kinds of contention window sizes, one for the whole contention
procedure including deferring conditions, E[CW ], and the other for the case
of transmitting a packet, E[CW ]PkSend. The relation between the average con-
tention window size for each contention procedure E[CW ] and the probability
of a successful packet transmission for one station psuc,1 is given by the following
equation.

psuc,1 =
E[CW ]∑

i=1

1
E[CW ]

· (E[CW ] − i

E[CW ]
)M−1 (2)

Furthermore, the summation of the probability of collision and the probability
of deferring for one station is given by the following equation: 1 − psuc,1 =
pcol,1 + pdefer,1.

The contention window size for each contention procedure is increased by the
increasing factor (IF) when a station experiences either a collision or a deferred
situation, and goes to the minimum value with a successful packet transmission.
Therefore, the average contention window size for each contention period is

E[CW ] = psuc,1 × minCW + (1 − psuc,1) × E[CW ] × IF (3)

If we use the above equations (2) and (3), we can use an iterative process to
obtain the average contention window size for each contention procedure E[CW ]
and the probability, psuc,1, of a successful packet transmission for one station. If
the number of stations in the network is M , the total probability of successful
packet transmission for the whole network is psuc,total = psuc,1 · M and the total
average probability of collision for the whole network is pcol,total = 1 − psuc,total.
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Fig. 1. Distribution for Contention Window Size

Now, we can calculate the average number of collisions for a successful packet
transmission

E[Nc] =
pcol,total

psuc,total
(4)

To calculate the average idle backoff slot number E[IdleSlot]/tslot, we need the
probability of sending a packet at each contention window size E[CW ]PkSend. In
Figure 1, an example of the distribution of contention window sizes for sending
a packet in steady state is shown for the minCW = 32, maxCW = 256, IF = 2
case. In the 10 station case, 51% of stations have contention window size of
sending a packet at CW = 32, 9% of stations have CW = 64, 3% of stations
have CW = 128, and 37% of stations have CW = 256. As the number of stations
increase, we can see the operational characteristics of the proposed algorithm
follow those of the perfect scheduling. The average contention window size of
sending a packet is

E[CW ]PkSend = 32 × pPkSend,32 + 64 × pPkSend,64 + 128 × pPkSend,128

+256 × pPkSend,256 (5)

where pPkSend,i is the probability that a packet is transmitted with a contention
window size i.

The average number of idle backoff slots is given by the following equation

E[IdleSlot]/tslot =
E[CW ]PkSend−1∑

i=1

i × (E[CW ]PkSend − i)M−1

(E[CW ]PkSend)M
(6)

In Figure 2, the throughput results of the proposed algorithm, the improved
DCF (under the assumption that all stations have the same contention window
range) and the IEEE802.11 MAC are shown for 10 and 50 contending stations,
respectively. We can see that the throughput of the proposed MAC is significantly
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Fig. 2. Throughput results

improved compared with other MAC algorithms and close to the theoretical limit
of perfect scheduling as the average packet size is increased.

4 Conclusions

The general assumption that all stations have the same contention window range
in steady state results in sub-optimal solutions for performance analysis of dis-
tributed contention-based MAC algorithms because of its inherent limitations.
We present a new assumption for the theoretical throughput limit from observ-
ing the operational characteristics of the perfect scheduling CSMA algorithm.
The proposed algorithm based on the new assumption significantly improves the
throughput performance and still provides easy implementation property in wire-
less networks. Extensive performance analysis and simulation studies for various
performance factors have demonstrated that the proposed algorithm reduces the
wasting overheads come from each contention procedure.
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